President Recep Tayyip ERDOĞAN
Republic of Turkey
As we mark the 72nd anniversary of the adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights by the
United Nations General Assembly, we are writing to you to bring to your attention the ways in which
the provisions of this document have been violated by the Turkish authorities over the past few years.
Article 1 of the Declaration stipulates that all human beings are born free and equal. However, tens of
thousands of former public sector workers who were dismissed in the aftermath of the July 2016
failed coup continue to face undue restrictions and systemic discrimination in Turkey such as arbitrary
travel bans and deprivation of social services1.
Article 2 of the Declaration says that everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in the
Declaration, regardless of race, color, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or
social origin. Meanwhile, the Turkish government’s increasingly nationalist policies and rhetoric have
led to an alarming surge in hate crimes targeting the country’s Kurdish minority and Syrian refugees2.
Article 3 of the Declaration prescribes everyone’s right to life, liberty and security of person. In Turkey,
some 30 people have been abducted and subjected to unlawful detainment by state agents over the
past five years3.
Article 5 of the Declaration categorically prohibits torture and ill-treatment. However, the Human
Rights Foundation of Turkey (TİHV) has reported that in 2019 alone they received hundreds of
complaints related to torture in police custody or in prison4.
Article 7 of the Declaration states that all are equal before the law and are entitled without any
discrimination to equal protection of the law. The Turkish judiciary however is going after thousands
of your opponents simply for criticizing you5.
Article 8 of the Declaration guarantees that everyone has the right to an effective legal remedy against
human rights violations. An effective remedy is impossible without the work of legal professionals and
Turkish lawyers are systematically prosecuted for representing their clients6.
Article 9 of the Declaration says that no one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest or detention.
Meanwhile, the Turkish judiciary has been defying European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR)
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judgments ordering the release of civil society leader Osman Kavala7 and Kurdish politician Selahattin
Demirtaş8.
Article 10 of the Declaration stipulates that everyone faced with a criminal charge is entitled in full
equality to a fair and public hearing by an independent and impartial tribunal. Yet the Council of
Europe’s human rights commissioner has reported that criminal procedure in Turkey has been
reduced to a mere formality, especially in terrorism-related trials which resulted in the imprisonment
of tens of thousands of people with no record of violence9.
Article 11 of the Declaration prescribes everyone’s right to be presumed innocent until proven guilty.
In Turkey, those purged from public sector are systematically treated by official authorities as secondclass citizens and in order to end this, they are required to prove their innocence to an ad hoc
commission which the United Nations, along with many observers, found to be lacking in
independence10.
Article 12 of the Declaration prohibits arbitrary interference with privacy and correspondence.
However, Amnesty Turkey’s Honorary Chair Taner Kılıç, like thousands of others, has been sentenced
to imprisonment on terrorism charges, simply for having downloaded a messaging app on his phone11.
Article 13 of the Declaration guarantees everyone’s right to freedom of movement in and outside
his/her country. Yet, Turkey’s arbitrary passport cancellations has left tens of thousands of people
unable to travel, even in cases involving critical health issues that required treatment outside Turkey12.
Article 14 of the Declaration states that everyone has the right to seek asylum from persecution.
Several reports have recently revealed that Turkey is sending Muslim Uighurs back to China where
they are likely to face genocidal atrocities13.
Article 15 of the Declaration protects everyone’s right to a nationality. Yet, Turkey’s consulates
systematically deny consular services to certain citizens, leaving their newborn children stateless14.
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Article 17 of the Declaration says that everyone has the right to own property. However, the Turkish
government arbitrarily seized assets worth billions of dollars from its critics15.
Article 18 of the Declaration guarantees everyone’s right to freedom of religion. Yet, Turkey continues
to discriminate against its Alevi community by refusing to grant legal status to their prayer halls16.
Article 19 of the Declaration states that everyone has the right to freedom of expression. Over the
past few years, Turkey has been a global leader in jailing journalists on account of their publications17.
Article 20 of the Declaration prescribes everyone’s right to freedom of peaceful assembly. However,
several activists such as Acun Karadağ, Nazan Bozkurt and Alev Şahin have been held behind bars for
months due to their peaceful protests, which were often violently suppressed by the police18.
Article 21 of the Declaration stipulates that everyone has the right to take part in the government of
his/her country. Meanwhile, the Turkish government has ousted dozens of elected mayors from office
without substantial evidence of wrongdoing, in clear disregard of the voting rights of Turkey’s
predominantly Kurdish regions19.
Article 23 of the Declaration says that everyone has the right to work and to protection against
unemployment. Yet, during the post-coup purge, Turkey arbitrarily revoked the licenses of tens of
thousands of teachers, cutting off their access to their profession20.
Article 25 of the Declaration protects everyone’s right to a standard of living adequate for his/her
health and well-being as well as medical care when necessary. The Turkish authorities systematically
deny treatment to sick inmates21 and the government’s early release law to ease overcrowding amid
the Covid-19 pandemic explicitly discriminated against thousands of political prisoners22.
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights comprises of a total of 30 articles. The widespread and
systematic abuses we have described above correspond to two thirds of the world’s most basic
human rights document to which the Republic of Turkey is a signatory.
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That is why we call on you and your government, on the occasion of this Human Rights Day, to
immediately adopt a new agenda aimed at repairing Turkey’s human rights record.

* This Open Letter is launched by Solidarity with Others in collaboration with International
Observatory of Human Rights.
The undersigned organisations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Solidarity with Others, Belgium
International Observatory of Human Rights, United Kingdom
Human Rights Defenders, Germany
International Association of People’s Lawyers, France
Gesellschaft Für Bedrohte Völker, Germany
Open Dialogue Foundation, Poland
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